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System installation
Hardware components

1Strackx, G. 2019. 3D prints integration MicaSense RedEdge under DJI PH4 pro. doi:10.5281/zenodo.2578108 

Default DJI PH4pro

	 DJI	PH4Pro + batteries	(charged)
 DJI battery charger
 DJI box: remote controller & propellers
	 iPad	(apps	installed)	&	cable
 PC with Chrome browser & charger
	 Ethernet	cable	(5 m	cable	is	advised)
 SD cards empty
 SD mini to SD adapter

MicaSense RedEdge-M camera, 
integration kit1 & Wifi dongle 

	 Check	components	(see	below)
 Tools for integration: cutting pliers; 
imbus	2.5 mm + 4 mm	

 Straps
 Lens cleaning tissues
	 2 x camera	battery	pack
	 Battery	pack	charging	cable + 220 V	
adapter

Elastics

Battery 
cable

Light 
sensor, 

IMU & GPS 
receiver on 

pole

Battery 
mount

Shock 
absorber

Micasense 
RedEdge-M 

camera

Camera 
mount, 

offset mount 
and screws

Battery

In the field

	 GCP	radiometric,	fixation	pins	&	hammer
	 MicaSense	reference	panel	(in	case	of	
MicaSense	integration)

 Compass
	 Platform	for	take	off	(in	case	
of	unstable	underground)

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2578108
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Installation

1.	 Remove	gimbal	transport	supports.
2. Click the GPS pole onto the right 

leg of the DJI. Make sure the 
arrow points forward and that 
the support clip is at the correct 
position with regards to the DJI 
body. Use two elastic bands to 
strengthen the connection of the 
GPS pole. During attachment, 
make	sure	you	don’t	cover	any	
of the DJI sensors and that the 
elastics are nicely positioned.

3. Mount the camera brace under the 
drone by sliding the brace into the 
frame.	Apply	two	straps	to	fix	the	
brace to the landing gear. 

4. Install the battery support on the 
landing gear of the DJI PH4 pro and 
apply	four	straps	to	fix	the	brace	to	
the landing gear.

5.	 Install	the	camera:	first	remove	
the	Wifi	dongle	of	the	camera,	
mount	the	camera	to	the	vibration	
damping using the 4 screws. Slide 
the camera onto the camera brace 
under the drone till it clicks in 
position.

6. Make an ethernet connection and 
secure the cable with a strap. 

7. Install the battery in the battery 
support compartment, plugin the 
power connector and SECURE the 
battery.	Verify	that	the	battery	
cannot slide out of the mount.

8. Check the result

Installation MicaSense RedEdge under DJI PH4 pro

Final result of the integration of the MicaSense RedEdge-M camera under DJI Phantom 4 
pro drone platform.
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System check

DJI PH4pro check
 SD card DJI empty or enough space 
available

 Battery charged

MicaSense integration on DJI solid
	 Check	pole	mount:	strap	present,	2 elastics	

present, GPS plate secure, cables secure, 
GPS solid, DLS solid, stability left/right

 Check battery mount: 4 straps present, 
battery inserted, battery strap present

 Check camera mount: screws, shock 
absorbers + 4	straps,	slider	secure	click,	
camera	mount	brace	solid + 2	straps

 No loose cabling
 Propellers can rotate freely 
	 Check	RGB	camera	gimbal	move	freely
	 Check	centre	of	gravity	(props	removed,	
flight	battery	installed,	DJI	power	down,	full	
camera system installed, camera battery 
installed,	camera	unpowered)

 Check camera SD card: empty and installed
	 Check	wifi	dongle	removed
 Check camera lenses clean
 Battery cable secure
 Cable camera to DLS connected
 Cable camera to battery: present but still 

disconnected
 Connect ethernet cable between camera 

and laptop
 Connect camera power cable

 Press the camera button shortly to power 
the camera and wait one minute
	 Wait	till	camera	LED	flashes	green	or	

yellow
	 Check	camera	battery	voltage	indicator:	

if only one LED remaining, consider 
changing the camera battery

 Open Chrome browser and connect to 
camera and select the HOME tab

 SD card MicaSense empty 
	 Wait	for	GPS	fix	(GPS	sats:	GREEN;	GPS	
time	correct)
	 Camera	LED	should	be	flashing	green

MicaSense camera status
 Tab HOME
	 Storage	(=SD	card	space):	GREEN
	 GPS	Sats:	GREEN:	no.	of	satellites	(≥5)
 DLS Status: GREEN : connected
	 Time:	correct	time	GPS	displayed	(UTC;	
mind	summer	time)

 Location: displayed position is correct and 
stable
	 Altitude:	correct:	about	0 m	AGL	and	stable
	 Speed:	correct:	about	0 m/s	and	stable
	 Heading	(= nose	heading):	correct	-	
0 = north,	90 = east;	...

 Check/modify the camera settings timer 
+ 1 sec,	GPS	status,	DLS	status,	integration	
time, all bands enabled, 16bitTIFF

 Disconnect ethernet cable

Documentation/permits

Check	the	local	drone	regulations	to	find	out	which	documents	must	be	in	place	before	
setting	up	a	drone	flight,	and	which	restrictions	you	have	to	follow.	A	non-exhaustive	list	of	
important documents:

 Operational drone manual
	 Certificate	of	conformance,	if	applicable
 Pilot licence
 Pilot insurance

 Drone insurance 
 Permission from land owners
 Risk assessment
	 Check	flight	restrictions:	flight	height,	range
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Field calibration

GPS compass reading

 Check DJI compass reading when 
facing north: should be 0° 

 Use real compass if necessary

	 Bring	the	drone	just	above	the	water	
level	and	take	two	picture.	This	to	
know the altitude of the water surface 
in terms of drone GPS.  

Reference spectral data 

	 Put	two	(or	more)	spectral	reference	
panels	in	the	flight	area	(either	on	
shore	or	on	a	boat).	The	albedo	
of these panels should be around 
12%, when obtaining water quality 
information. When possible, measure 
the location of these panels with 
a GPS. This will help in the post-
processing steps of the drone data. 

	 Overfly	the	panels	at	least	at	the	
beginning	and	ending	of	each	flight.	
Although	this	is	sufficient	under	
homogenous	sky	conditions	(clear	sky	
or	fully	overcast),	more	overpasses	are	
needed when patchy clouded.  

Downwelling Light Sensor calibration

	 Downwelling	Light	Sensor	(DLS)	
magnetometer calibration is required. 
Ensure that the light sensor has full 
view	of	the	sun.	Do	not	cover	the	light	
sensor while taking a panel capture.

MicaSense calibration

 Take two images of the MicaSense 
calibration panel before and after 
each	flight!	Use	the	capture	button	or	
camera button to take image.

 The MicaSense calibration panel 
should	be	placed	flat	on	the	ground,	
away	from	any	objects	to	avoid	
contamination from the surroundings 
and	avoid	shadow	on	the	panel.	Stand	
in front of the panel with the sun at 
your back. Then take a large step to 
the left or to the right. 

	 Hold	the	aircraft	at	chest	level	and	
make sure that the camera is looking 
nadir	(perpendicular	to	the	calibration	
panel).	The	panel	should	cover	
approximately half of the image.

 These calibration guidelines are 
also included with the MicaSense 
calibration panel box.

Spectral reference panel placed in the 
field	with	known	reflectance	values:	

12% for the dark panels and 36% for 
the lighter panels.



MONOCLE creates sustainable in situ observation solutions for 
Earth Observation (EO) of optical water quality in inland and 

transitional waters. 

MONOCLE	develops	essential	research	and	technology	to	lower	the	cost	of	
acquisition, maintenance, and regular deployment of in situ sensors related to optical 
water	quality.	The	MONOCLE	sensor	system	includes	handheld	devices,	smartphone	
applications,	and	piloted	and	autonomous	drones,	as	well	as	automated	observation	

systems for e.g. buoys and shipborne operation. The sensors are networked to 
establish	interactive	links	between	operational	Earth	Observation	(EO)	and	essential	

environmental	monitoring	in	inland	and	transitional	water	bodies,	which	are	
particularly	vulnerable	to	environmental	change.

M O N O C L E

Other MONOCLE observation solutions include:

FreshWater Watch Hypersectral 
Radiometer (HSP1)

iSPEX2 KdUINO

MapEO Water Mini-secchi disk So-Rad WISPstation

Contact:
MONOCLE	Project	Office
Plymouth Marine Laboratory
Prospect Place
Plymouth PL1 3DH
UK
www.monocle-h2020.eu

 @Monocle_h2020

MONOCLE partners:

Peak Design

https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/FreshWater_Watch
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Hyperspectral_Radiometer_for_Global_Diffuse_Irra
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/iSPEX_2
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/KdUINO
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/FreshWater_Watch
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Hyperspectral_Radiometer_for_Global_Diffuse_Irra
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Hyperspectral_Radiometer_for_Global_Diffuse_Irra
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/iSPEX_2
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/KdUINO
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/MapEO_Water
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Mini-secchi_disk
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Solar_tracking_radiometry_platform
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Water_Insight_SPectrometer_Station
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/MapEO_Water
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Mini-secchi_disk
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Solar_tracking_radiometry_platform
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Water_Insight_SPectrometer_Station
http://www.monocle-h2020.eu
https://twitter.com/monocle_h2020
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